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Introduction

This research review addresses and expands on a critical case study at the intersection of information disorder and scientific knowledge: the antivaccination movement. In this review we examine the existing literature on the antivaccination movement and address emerging questions and research gaps. Through this specific case study, we seek to highlight the effects of mis- and disinformation on societies’ abilities to effectively communicate and act on credible scientific knowledge.

Events during the Covid-19 pandemic have shown that public health misinformation can have serious consequences for societies around the globe. Even as a potential Covid-19 vaccine is months or even years away, antivaccine protestors are already conducting disinformation campaigns and aligning with other conspiracy theorists to undermine public health initiatives (Molteni 2020). Experts have warned that vaccine conspiracy theorists, who have small but effective and growing online networks, could damage efforts to establish herd immunity[1] (Ball 2020; Wadman 2020; Garza 2020).

At the same time, concern over recent large-scale election interference campaigns has led to a wealth of scholarly attention paid to how dis- and misinformation may affect political processes such as voting or campaigns. While these issues are critical to the larger field of disinformation studies, this review demonstrates that the reach of problematic information online extends far beyond the boundaries of election-related concerns. Forms of problematic information such as dis- and misinformation have always intersected with broader knowledge fields, such as scientific expertise, with consequences for human and environmental health.

Understanding scientific misinformation

At their core, scientific mis- and disinformation are not categorically distinct from other forms of problematic information. MediaWell defines “disinformation” as a rhetorical strategy that produces and disseminates false or misleading information in a deliberate
effort to confuse, influence, harm, mobilize, or demobilize a target audience, while “misinformation” is information that is unintentionally spread, but tends to confuse or harm its audience. (For more on this complex topic, see our literature review on Defining “Disinformation.”)

Instead of conceptualizing scientific or public health mis- and disinformation as specific types, it’s perhaps more useful to think of them as among the myriad ways that the spread of problematic information poses threats to a safe, just, and healthy society. As with instances of more obviously political mis- and disinformation, problematic information about science has been heavily dependent on phenomena such as declines in public trust, denigration of expertise and expert figures, the rise of global populism, and the amplifying quality of social media (Wanless and Berk 2019; Bennet and Livingston 2018; Elsasser and Dunlap 2013).

The value in addressing mis- and disinformation as they relate to specific case studies lies in those studies’ ability to clearly demonstrate the material effects of a polluted information ecosystem. While politically geared propaganda or election interference can result in lived consequences, their effects on institutions or outcomes can be difficult to measure, or to point to as “evidence” of an information problem (Benkler 2019; Karpf 2019). However, a look at scientific misinformation, especially related to health concerns, presents an opportunity to see the immediate and dire consequences of a problematic information ecosystem, including massive and costly public health crises. The current Covid-19 pandemic provides a tragic example of this: false information about viral spread, medications, and symptoms can come at the cost of human lives (United Nations 2020).

Addressing the antivaccination movement as a scientific mis- and disinformation problem is an urgent need—perhaps now more than ever, seeing that the path to mitigating Covid-19 will likely include a massive vaccination campaign on a global scale. In a theoretical sense too, the antivaccination movement demonstrates the individual- and collective-level consequences of larger information problems such as the denigration of scientific expertise, the loss of trust in institutions, and nefarious actors.

The antivax movement

The modern antivaccination movement can best be described as an unwillingness to participate in routine, and necessary, vaccination procedures, against the recommendations of credible public health institutions and doctors. This can range from outright refusal of any sort of vaccine to alterations in accepted vaccine schedules. Though there are different ways to define the antivaccination movement, we use it here to describe both “antivaxxers,” or active antivaccination advocates, and those expressing any degree of “vaccine
hesitancy,” a term used to “depolarize the ‘pro’ versus ‘anti’ vaccination alignment and to express the spectrum of parental attitudes toward vaccines” (Edwards and Hackell 2016; see also Cooper et al. 2018; Larson et al. 2014). While vaccine hesitancy has been defined in a number of ways, the World Health Organization’s SAGE Working Group on Vaccine Hesitancy defined the term as “a behavior, influenced by a number of factors including issues of confidence (do not trust a vaccine or a provider), complacency (do not perceive a need for a vaccine or do not value the vaccine), and convenience (access)” (WHO n.d.; see also Edwards and Hackell 2016).

Within the United States specifically, an increasing number of people have chosen not to vaccinate themselves, or their children, despite widespread and well-established evidence that vaccinations pose no true threat to human health and bring considerable value to shared public health. Even though the vast majority of people still participate in routine vaccination, and true antivaccination advocates are a vocal minority, vaccination rates have declined in recent years, leading to a resurgence of previously eradicated diseases such as measles and whooping cough (Feldscher 2017; Patel et al. 2019). Additionally, although the term “antivax” has typically been applied to childhood vaccines, vaccine reluctance has led to concerns about controlling future epidemic illnesses as well as routine illnesses such as the seasonal flu (Johnson et al. 2020). Reasons for vaccine refusal are complex, and as some scholars argue, frequently misunderstood (Gottlieb 2016; Wang et al. 2015). Many of the most extreme cases might center around unsubstantiated concerns about harm, such as that vaccines cause autism, that they contain dangerous preservatives or chemicals, or conspiratorial ideas that they are part of a hidden government scheme. As Navin (2015) notes in “Values and Vaccine Refusal,” though, reasons for vaccine hesitancy are also rooted in much larger societal value shifts that exist somewhat separately from pseudoscientific or conspiratorial claims. For example, an increasing societal emphasis on the individual has led some parents to embrace a “hyper-individualism,” where they are unwilling to accept a small level of individual risk for their children by getting them vaccinated in order to prevent the much larger community-wide risk of an unvaccinated populace.

Research on the antivaccination movement is a relatively established field, especially in contrast to many of the new areas of interest in the rapidly developing realm of disinformation studies. There are, however, unanswered questions. Much of the emerging research on vaccine mis- and disinformation focuses on filling two large gaps: (1) understanding the actual producers of the problematic information and (2) the relation of antivaccine material to larger patterns of decline in institutional trust and scientific credibility, both of which are addressed later in this review.
Existing research

One of first points of scholarly consensus on vaccine hesitancy is that antivaccine sentiment has existed for as long as vaccines themselves. Whether it’s the Anti-Compulsory Vaccination League formed in response to the 1867 Vaccination Act or the 1982 documentary *DPT: Vaccine Roulette*, examples of resistance to compulsory vaccination are not new (Kata 2012; Grant et al. 2015). Despite this long history, though, the antivaccination movement has become a major public health concern over the past two decades, with the World Health Organization citing vaccine hesitancy as one of the top ten threats to global health in 2019 (Ratzan et al. 2019; WHO 2019). In the face of this health crisis, much of the health communication literature from the past 15 years has sought to understand the seemingly sudden rise of antivaccination narratives and the most effective ways to combat them.

As with other aspects of disinformation studies, such as election interference, coordinated disinformation campaigns, trolling, and microtargeting, scholars have suggested that the answer to the “Why now?” question is closely tied to technological affordances (Hutchby 2001) and the rise of social media. Early studies on the internet and vaccine uptake showed that the internet was a primary resource for parents seeking information about childhood vaccination (Harmsen et al. 2013). The shift from a passive digital ecosystem to an interactive one has allowed consumers to interact with antivaccination materials in ways that were previously unavailable (Kata 2012; Witteman and Zikmund-Fisher 2012; Grant et al. 2015). With the rise of interactive online interfaces, forums, and social media, the concern was no longer what information about vaccines patients were accessing, but rather who was actively influencing decision making about online information via live commentary, posts, or images (Witteman and Zikmund-Fisher 2012).

Building from these changes, many have gone on to argue that information opportunities provided by the internet have ushered in a postmodern medical paradigm where the “school of lay medicine” has been able to flourish, making it so patients no longer have to rely on experts for health-care decision making (Kata 2010, 2012). Seeking “online health information” has become common practice, and though potentially empowering for the patient, it requires consumers to actively make decisions about what information to trust or not to trust (Meppelink et al. 2019; Smith and Graham 2017). This responsibility, combined with the fact that social media allows anyone to become a publisher of information, has resulted in the flattening of expertise, where on the internet the medical knowledge of an expert appears effectively equal to the uninformed commentary of a random person behind a screen (Hopf et al. 2019; Kata 2012). In discussing how users have adapted to the affordances of online technologies, Grant et al. (2015) point out that “it becomes more
difficult to impose the authority of establishment medicine on online discourse.” This creates a prime environment for antivaccination proponents to spread their messages (Bean 2011). Adding to this difficulty is the fact that search engines like Google, and sites such as Facebook, may automatically surface controversial or false health content because of algorithmic engagement metrics (Stöcker 2020). Users who are actively seeking answers to vaccine-related questions may already have the cards stacked against them when it comes to finding credible or authoritative sources.

Social media and the connectivity of the internet can undoubtedly benefit health-related causes by acting as a gathering space where users can find communities not available to them in doctors’ offices (Kata 2012). Online forums, support groups, and awareness campaigns have become a critical part of the overall health infrastructure for patients. At the same time, as Kata points out, this connectivity can also bring together fringe groups whose members may then “easily and uncritically interact with like-minded individuals online” and eventually “fall into a trap of self-referencing and mutually reinforcing links that can fool users in believing there are many who share their beliefs, when in reality it may only be a small, committed group” (2012). Johnson et al. (2020) expand on this, pointing to evidence that although clusters of antivaccination Facebook users are fairly small, they can have an outsized influence on users who are “undecided.”

Finding ways to combat such an environment, and the health consequences that come with it, has proven difficult. As Grant et al. (2015) indicate, antivaccination advocates do not generally rely on reasoned, evidence-based arguments to make their claims, which makes scientific evidence fairly useless in combatting false claims (see also Kata 2010; Bean 2011; Moran et al. 2016). Additionally, antivaccine arguments are constantly changing and adapting to new events and challenges, while also appealing to a variety of sentiments, such as conspiratorial thinking, freedom, resistance to government authority, preventing harm against children, and suspicion of experts (Bean 2011; Smith and Graham 2017). In a recent study, Pluviano et al. (2018) found that attempting to debunk potential myths about childhood vaccines using facts and statistics proved exceedingly difficult, resulting in significant “backfire effects,” where parents dug further into false beliefs (Pluviano et al. 2018; Nyhan et al. 2014; for a competing view suggesting a limit to the backfire effect, see Wood and Porter 2018).

In the wake of the “failure” of fact, scholars have investigated other means of combatting false beliefs about vaccines. Increasingly common suggestions are media literacy programs and enhancing the ability of patients to identify credible sources, as with efforts to mitigate other forms of disinformation. A major hurdle to this type of solution is the trap of “selective exposure,” in which internet users are more likely to view information that aligns with their beliefs as “credible and useful,” a phenomenon that Meppelink et al. (2019) found heavily
influences users seeking information about vaccines (see also our research review on Contexts of Misinformation). Complicating things further, studies have shown that parents with higher “health literacy” (defined as the extent to which people are able to use information sources in making informed health decisions) are actually less likely to vaccinate their children, perhaps because they perceive online health information as more reliable than it actually is, or because they view themselves as more knowledgeable than they actually are (Meppelink et al. 2019; Amit Aharon et al. 2017).

Emerging questions

As with many other disinformation campaigns, we know a good deal about what kind of bad information about vaccines is being spread, and how, but very little about those who are actively producing it and what their exact motivations might be (Ward et al. 2016; for more, see our research review on Producers of Disinformation). Much of the existing literature focuses on those who might passively spread misinformation about vaccines for a variety of reasons, but there is a large gap in addressing those who are actively and intentionally spreading disinformation.

One potential explanation for some instances of vaccine-related disinformation is profit (or social capital and influence). The classic example is disgraced former physician Andrew Wakefield, who published a fraudulent study in 1998 (that was ultimately debunked and retracted 12 years later) linking the measles, mumps, and rubella (MMR) vaccine to the development of autism in children (Deer 2011; Rao and Andrade 2011). Over the years, the study was ultimately exposed to have been orchestrated for financial gain, yet Wakefield and his message continue to be frequently cited by antivaccination proponents (Boseley 2018; Belluz 2019).

Profit motive is only one potential reason for why producers of vaccine disinformation operate. There is evidence that antivaccination disinformation has increasingly been used as a political “wedge issue” and means of foreign election interference (see our Election Interference research review). Recent research into vaccine-related content on Twitter from 2014 to 2017 found that Russian bots actively spread controversial vaccine content using the hashtag #VaccinateUS in an attempt to “amplify” and create “false equivalence” within the vaccinate-versus-antivaccinate discourse (Broniatowski et al. 2018). Kirk (2019) points out that this effort was likely designed to “ramp up social discord, erode trust in public health institutions, and exacerbate fear and division in the United States.” #VaccinateUS tweets frequently cited issues such as “racial/ethnic divisions, appeals to God, and arguments on the basis of animal welfare” along with commentary about socioeconomic divisions (Broniatowski et al. 2018). This, Broniatowski et al. argue, was clearly an attempt
to tie the vaccine debate to other divisive issues in US politics.

The case of #VaccinateUS brings into view questions about how producers of vaccine-related disinformation may target citizens or institutions in the future. Though it appears that unlike climate change mis- and disinformation, antivaccination rhetoric is not as clearly embedded within a specific partisan identity, it could still be utilized in a similar manner to the #VaccinateUS campaign to further political polarization or hinder healthy democratic debate (Baumgaertner et al. 2018; McCoy 2018). Profit motive too will likely to continue to be a problem, with Broniatowski et al. noting that alongside the #VaccinateUS campaign, there was a significant amount of vaccine-related clickbait designed to generate advertising revenue. In light of these phenomena, researchers recommend that public health officials develop better ways of monitoring online conversations about vaccines, while also examining the offline activities of antivaccine advocates to better understand their specific motivations (Ward et al. 2016; Broniatowski 2018).

A closer look at the active producers of antivaccine disinformation still cannot account for the continued spread of unintentional misinformation among the public. This is perhaps a question partially answered by some of the overarching mechanisms and issues highlighted in our forthcoming “How Misinformation Spreads” research review (also see: Pennycook and Rand 2019). More specifically, though, some scholars have looked at what factors may make individuals more susceptible to antivaccine misinformation, or more likely to spread it among their networks. A study conducted by Tomeny et al. (2017) seems to provide further evidence that women with young children may be more likely to share antivaccination misinformation, and also showed that higher income levels were clearly associated with “anti-vaccine beliefs and behaviors” in comparison to households with lower income levels.

The role of political ideology in antivaccination beliefs in the US is contested, with Rabinowitz et al. (2016) suggesting that, so far, much of the evidence on whether the political right or left is more likely to share or believe antivaccination misinformation is largely ambiguous. What is clearly true, however, is that antivaccination beliefs span the entire US political spectrum. For example, some aspects of political ideology, such as the supposed presence of an elite “counter-cultural” left, may promote antivaccination beliefs among left-leaning individuals. On the other hand, on the right, a general skepticism toward science and expertise (including the denial of climate change) may also promote antivaccine sentiments (Koltai and Fleischmann 2017). Recently, Hornsey et al. (2020) attempted to understand the impact of President Donald Trump’s antivaccine-oriented tweets and initially found that Trump voters seemed to be more concerned about vaccines when compared to the population at large, but eventually rejected that hypothesis after controlling for conspiratorial thinking and political conservatism. Their finding points to the effect of those two factors, as opposed to an association between increased antivaccination sentiment and
Trump’s tweets themselves. Overall, the exact characteristics that may make individuals more susceptible to antivaccination misinformation, or more likely to share it, are not perfectly clear.

Other emerging areas of research dealing with antivaccine material involve a shift outside of the scholarly realm of health communication. As with other phenomena within disinformation studies, some have suggested that antivaccine mis- and disinformation can be viewed within larger societal contexts involving the breakdown of democratic norms and a “crisis of epistemology” (Hopf et al. 2019; Davis 2019; Phillips 2019). In recent years, as some scholars have become increasingly concerned with the direct impacts of election interference and large-scale disinformation campaigns, others have turned their attention to the structural drivers of problematic information. Specifically, Benkler (2019) proposes that as a result of political-economic factors including widespread economic insecurity and the failure of elites to follow through on the promise of prosperity, there has been a massive loss of trust in institutions in the United States, leading to democratic breakdown. This loss of trust provides a fertile breeding ground for what some call the “post-truth” era.

Emerging research ties antivaccination mis- and disinformation to these larger societal contexts. Davis (2019) suggests viewing antivaccine discourse online through a “post-normative scope” that allows us to understand it as a type of discourse that ultimately undermines democratic ideals, the rules of argumentation, and the ideal of the public sphere. Others too, such as Hopf et al. (2019), have suggested that vaccine mis- and disinformation can and should be viewed as part of a larger pattern of scientific misinformation where the credibility of knowledge and the scientific method itself have been actively threatened.

Finally, some scholars have begun to tackle the “What do we do now?” question as it relates to combating vaccine-related mis- and disinformation. Increasingly, the suggested answer seems to be the idea of narrative messaging. A common feature of antivaccine material is its reliance on emotionally charged narratives, which generally appear in the form of graphic and emotion-driven horror stories about the supposed consequences of vaccines (Shelby and Ernst 2013). This storytelling strategy is an asset that enables misinformation to spread effectively throughout networks, because the narrative being presented is seemingly emotionally powerful enough to counter traditional fact-checking or references to scientific evidence (Shelby and Ernst 2013; Moran et al. 2016; Caulfield et al. 2019). Some scholars have shown that information embedded in emotionally charged narrative messaging has a higher potential for “virality,” enhances recall, and has a better chance of provoking action as contrasted with nonemotional and nonnarrative messaging (Betsch et al. 2011; Zak 2015; Bail 2016). One potential avenue for combating vaccine mis- and disinformation then, as Bail (2016) suggests, is not via fact but through the same sort of narrative storytelling that
instead highlights the potentially “grave consequences” of refusing regular vaccination (see also Shelby and Ernst 2013). Others, such as Nyhan et al. (2014), have been more hesitant about the promise of narrative techniques, pointing to a significant backfire effect in which parents ultimately rejected messaging about the consequences of vaccine-preventable illness. Like many proposed solutions to misinformation then, more research is needed to understand the conditions under which narrative messaging is, and is not, helpful.

Vaccines and the future of scientific misinformation

Antivaccine mis- and disinformation are pervasive issues that are unlikely to disappear anytime soon. Though scholars largely understand what sorts of false information are being spread, it remains unclear whom to hold responsible or how to prevent them from continuing. Existing antivaccination discourse will present public health challenges as society continues to face pandemic crises that require large-scale vaccination, such as Covid-19 (Molteni 2020). The refusal of regular vaccinations by individuals and groups poses a massive public health risk with immediate consequences not only to those who do not receive vaccines, or cannot receive them due to their genuine individual health conditions, but also to the population at large.

In the larger frame of scientific misinformation as a whole, the existing and emerging literature on antivaccination mis- and disinformation has provided an important example of the denigration of scientific knowledge and its consequences, opening a window into the spread and persistence of false beliefs even in the face of overwhelming evidence. Many of the unanswered questions surrounding vaccine misinformation also apply to other scientific issues, and to broader principles of mis- and disinformation as a whole.

Our grateful acknowledgement to Alexa Dietrich, Sara Gorman, and the researchers at Critica for their assistance during the editing process of this research review.

[1] The CDC defines herd immunity as: “A situation in which a sufficient proportion of a population is immune to an infectious disease (through vaccination and/or prior illness) to make its spread from person to person unlikely. Even individuals not vaccinated (such as newborns and those with chronic illnesses) are offered some protection because the disease has little opportunity to spread within the community.” (CDC 2019).
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